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Abstract. A variety of collaborative economy business models are rapidly emerging and growing across the world, calling for changes in traditional tax policies. Although the collaborative economy shows a rapid growth, the review of the existing taxation practices within the collaborative economy reveals inefficiency, associated mainly with the blurred boundaries among professional and non-professional service providers, with the avoidance to cooperate from collaborative platforms and with the fragmentation in taxation regimes among EU member states and worldwide. The aim of this paper is to investigate tax challenges arising from the collaborative economy and to offer a comprehensive model of the tax system development in the collaborative economy. Accordingly, this paper demonstrates the results of systematization of the collected task-oriented data and the description of the proposed model developed by the generalisation approach. Data collection and systematization methods have been used. The authors conclude that the taxation of the collaborative economy must be investigated on the global level by using collaborative economy instruments (platforms and scoring). The role of awareness of both service providers and tax administrations is stressed in the discussion part.
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Introduction

In a view of a technological progress, a new concept of cost sharing has become the central issue in many fields of the economy. This economic behaviour has become so popular that it has created a new concept - collaborative economy. In light of common digital cognition, it is becoming extremely difficult to ignore the shift from traditional business-to-peer (B2P) economy to peer-to-peer (P2P) and peer-to-business (P2B) forms (Butenko & Larouche, 2015), as this new business model has high potential for the development. There is a growing body of literature that recognises the importance of taxation issues in this field and shows the increasing concern that tax administration is being disadvantaged for the time being.

This paper is aimed to investigate factors that determine an effective taxation in the collaborative economy and proposes a new model of the tax system development. The key issues addressed to tax policy makers in this paper are: a) prior notification about classification of service providers, distinguishing professionals from non-professionals; b) development of cooperation between collaborative platforms and tax administrations; and c) development of the common integrated tax system on EU or worldwide level. For these analysis, task-oriented data collection and systematization methods were used. A generalisation approach was utilised, integrating the addressed issues to establish a common model of the tax system development in the collaborative economy. Data collection, systematization methods and other scientific methods have been used for the specified tasks. The following tasks were completed: a) analysed the practices taken by EU countries to tackle the collaborative economy tax issues; b) measured the impact of new approach to deal with tax issues of collaborative economy.

This study was exploratory and interpretative in nature as there were relatively few historical studies and lack of statistics in this area. However, the study offers some important insights into the relations among actors and into aspects of the taxation system in the collaborative economy. Understanding these links will help to completely change the perception of taxation policy and encourage tax administrations to become the equal partners of the collaborative society. A full discussion of the specific taxation tool kit lies beyond the scope of this study.
The paper has been divided into four parts. The first part provides quick insight into concepts and trends of collaborative economy, the second part investigates existing knowledge and practices in the taxation of collaborative economy, the third part describes the proposed model of tax system development in the collaborative economy and, finally, the last part discusses limitations of the research and provides recommendations for future studies and practical implementations. At the end of the paper the conclusions and recommendations are summarised in brief.

1. The concept and trends of collaborative economy

This part of the paper determines the concept of the collaborative economy, highlights its main actors and their economic relations in a view of the taxation needs as well as assesses the significance of this activity in present and future.

To be going on, here it is necessary to clarify exactly what is meant by collaborative economy. In the field of economy, various terms of the same concept are found. Bretta (2018) Stanoevska-Slabeva et al. (2017) and many others used the term “sharing economy” to refer to the emerging taxation framework. Maselli et al. (2016) argued that „the definition of the sharing economy is precise, but somewhat restrictive“ and used in their essay the term „on-demand economy“. Other mutually substitutable terms used in this content are „peer-to-peer economy“, „gig economy“, „platform economy“. Although Selloni (2017) made a synthetic overview of the mentioned terms highlighting their distinctions, throughout this paper, the term „collaborative economy“ will be used to refer to all the „distributed networks of connected individuals and communities versus centralised institutions“ (Botsman and Roger, 2010) as this particular term is used by the European Commission (2017).

The key actors of the collaborative economy can be listed as follows:

- persons, that share assets, resources, time and/or skills - service providers;
- users of the shared objects – users;
- intermediaries that connect them via an online platform - collaborative platforms.

The main discrepancy of the collaborative economy is that transactions generally do not involve a change of ownership, and can be executed P2P and P2B both for profit and not-for-profit (based on European Commission, 2018). To continue comparison of the odds between the collaborative and traditional economy for taxation needs we viewed it from several aspects of taxation system: a) the payer, b) the base, c) the rate, d) the application, e) the administration.

Practically any person who has an unused asset or unemployed time can engage in collaborative economy and earn income. This blurs the boundaries between professional provision of service and occasional (non-professional) „gig“. Therefore, it is a challenge to identify a tax payer, as it does not have a continuous status (Petropoulos, 2017). In some countries, professional and non-professional activities are differentiated stating that professional activity is profit-oriented, whereas non-professional activity involves cost reduction (European Commission, 2016). In other countries, thresholds of income or activity's frequency are introduced to classify tax payers (Bozdoganoglu, 2017), therefore, narrowing a taxbase. This requires a continuous analysis of each actor's activity and a huge administrative resource. Moreover, if there is not a clear boundary between the employment status of a service provider, i.e. whether a person is an independent economic operator or an employee of the collaborative platform, it is resulting in tax rate determination problem (Petropoulos, 2017; Leighton, 2016). The technological progress has made it possible to connect demand and supply in a digital environment (collaborative platforms) quickly and efficiently. These platforms can be physically located in the distinct country from where they generate income from
users' commissions for P2P transactions. According to the existing tax regulation, digital presence does not create the legal basis for the tax application, as a result, the collaborative platforms usually shift their residences to countries with lower tax rates, but act worldwide. Last, but not least, the massive number of small-scale activities are facilitated by the collaborative platforms resulting in negative cumulative impacts. Zale (2016) reported that scale is a defining feature and a fundamental challenge of the collaborative economy. Small-scale activities that once fit the criteria for light or No regulation are occurring at scales at which regulation makes sense.

The European Commission (2018) reveals that the collaborative economy has expanded in many fields of economy where the most popular sector is the finances. Most of the collaborative platforms are originated in the EU, but there are also 42 internationally operating platforms originated outside the EU (mainly in the United States) and operating in international markets (European Commission, 2018). The turnover of the collaborative economy in the EU was estimated EUR 26.5 billion (0.17 % of EU-28 GDP in 2016) and is expected to reach an average of EUR 160-572 billion in the future (Council of the European Union, 2017), where Estonia, Poland, Latvia, Luxembourg, the Czech Republic and Sweden perform above the EU-28 average, but in absolute numbers, France enjoys the largest collaborative economy market share in the EU (EUR 8.6 billion), followed by the UK (EUR 4.6 billion), Spain (EUR 2.7 billion) and Poland (EUR 2.7 billion) (European Commission, 2018). The European Commission (2018) has also reported that about 394,000 persons are employed within the collaborative economy in the EU-28 (0.15 % of EU-28 employment).

The results in this part indicate that the number of collaborative platforms, service providers and users is likely to continue to rapidly increase in the next decade. This enables certain policymakers simply to forbid some services provided by the collaborative platforms, as it is done temporarily in Hamburg and Brussels for Uber or in Berlin for Airbnb, or contrary, to allow work at their will. Trends in the collaborative economy call for changes in tax system, considering significant differences stated between the taxation conditions in the traditional and the collaborative economies: uncertainty in a tax regime of tax payers, a huge scale of minor transactions, unpredictability of residency of collaborative platforms etc. The next part, therefore, moves on to discuss the necessary changes.

2. Taxation practices in the collaborative economy

This part of paper is aimed to review recent research and practices in the field of the taxation in the collaborative economy to pick up the best practices and to dismiss ineffective solutions.

Remeur (2018) based on the review provided by Codagnone et.al (2016) concluded that the literature on the collaborative economy does not address tax aspects in detail. She suggested that „dealing with taxation in the collaborative economy requires a case-by-base and tax-by-tax approach that prevents a straightforward 'one-size-fits-all' approach” and linked the collaborative economy and the digital business, as they share common features. This reflects the existing attitude to the fragmentation in the taxation of the collaborative economy. Several member states that have adopted measures to foster a tax compliance in this sector do this in distinct ways: Belgium, Denmark, Finland and France specify diverse thresholds, beyond which the profit is to be considered professional income and subject to tax; the tax authorities were granted the powers to obtain data from digital platforms in the United Kingdom; Slovakia and Hungary apply general taxation rules (European Parliament, 2018).

As it was mentioned, since the collaborative platforms provide intermediary services in a digital environment, it makes tax administration in their domestic market difficult, since collaborative platforms do not have a physical presence in the country where their users are. Therefore, as
presented by Erwin & Karaman (2017) the income generated in country’s territory cannot be subject
to income tax. Pantazatou (2018) considered that challenges of the collaborative economy are in the
identifying of the taxpayers and the taxable income, as well as the lack of compliance and
enforcements. She associated these challenges with the incoherent taxation of the collaborative
economy at the Member State level and suggested the EU to take comprehensive action by adopting
legislation that would establish general principles or guidelines for all Member States. Goudin (2016)
also came to the similar conclusion.

Apart from the legislation tools, Rigaux (2016) confirmed the effectiveness of rising the awareness
of users and service providers as well as of the development of the cooperation among tax
administrations and collaboration platforms. For instance, the „Sharing Economy Tax Centre“ has
been set up to provide information on the application of taxes to the collaborative economy in Ireland.
This approach can make sense, since Rahim et al. (2017) also has shown that service providers
involved in the peer-to-peer model are not well informed of their tax risks.

In the places where tax administrations achieve cooperation with the collaborative platforms
(Airbnb tourism tax - Paris, Amsterdam, Lisbon; Uber VAT- Spain, Sweden, Netherlands) they even
undertake withholding and collecting taxes to the respective budget. Another cooperation practise
emerged from collaborative platforms operating in the transport sector in Estonia. They transmit
information about drivers’ income to tax administrations which is automatically added to their tax
declaration (Bozdoganoglu, 2017). However, the largest collaborative platforms (as Airbnb and Uber)
operate in a collaborative economy by organization of the international holding company network
which have subsidiaries in countries with the most favourable tax regimes (Petropoulos, 2017;
O’Keefe & Jones, 2015). In this way, international companies carry out the aggressive tax planning,
which makes it possible to avoid taxes, reduce income tax base and shift profits to countries with
lower tax rates (Karaman& Erwin, 2017; McClure et al., 2016). On the other hand, only those
collaborative platforms that have reached global scale are known to national tax administrations as
they have reached wide resonance. Smaller platforms are used to be engaged in non-registered
economic activity (Pantazatou, 2018).

Considering all of this evidence, it seems that the existing state of play outlines a critical role of
users and service providers’ awareness as well as the necessity to combat the territorial
fragmentation of the taxation. It has emerged that tax administrations must study the effectiveness
lessons from the collaborative society. The third part of the paper, therefore, moves on to discuss
the model of the tax system development in the collaborative economy.

3. The model of the tax system development in the collaborative economy

The following part of this paper moves on to describe in greater detail the tax system development
action model. The review of research and practices provided the set of three related significant
clusters of emerging taxation system:

- service providers, that generate (or not) value added or personal (corporative) income, imply a
  corresponding tax liability and are the key element in the collaborative economy chain in terms
  of tax classification;
- collaborative platforms, that ensure that users and service providers make their activities, are the
  key element in terms of tax avoiding;
- tax administrations, considering absence of any physical boundaries in digital economy, are a key
  issue to the international collaboration in order to combat tax evasions in national economies.
Taken together, these results suggest that the only effective solution of the tax system development towards the collaboration economy is integrating it in the collaborative society on these three levels. Figure 1 presents the model of tax system development in the collaborative economy: there are three levels of inclusions that require different actions of the actors. A brief description of each level is provided below the Figure developed by the authors.

**Tax administrations**

- Inland tax administration
- Abroad tax administrations
  - Integration of tax collaboration platforms
  - Consultations on tax algorithms for various transactions
  - Comprehensive negotiations with actors

**Collaboration platforms**

- High scored platforms
  - Cooperation with collaboration platforms;
  - Scoring of the collaboration platforms
  - Preference tax regime subject of scoring
- Low scored platforms

**Service providers**

- Professional service providers
  - Users awareness
  - Awareness of service providers
  - Development of tax collaboration platforms
- Non-professional service providers

---

**The first level – classification of service providers**

The service providers must be classified as professional (tax payers) and non-professional (non-tax payers) service providers. Tax administration must provide clear labelling criteria: number of transactions, annual turnover, business profile and other classification factors that allow to determine the tax regime. These criteria must be traceable allowing the service provider to foresee and predict its „score” in the initial collaborative platform. The tax administrations must care to develop „the tax collaboration platform” that can collect „scores” of the service provider from different collaboration platforms to combine them in the tax declaration.

**The second level - scoring of collaboration platforms**

There is an urgent need to set clear guidelines for cooperation between tax administrations and collaborative platforms. The scoring of collaborative platforms may raise a competitive advantage of the tax system of the initial country. The tax administration can provide a preference tax regime for collaboration platforms or/and service providers of high scored collaborated platform to achieve
service providers favour to the high-scored collaborative platforms, thus initiate an interest of the collaboration platform to cooperate with the tax administrations.

The conditions of collaboration platform scoring may be licensing of „professional” service providers, exchange of information with „the tax collaboration platform”, extending of user profile with taxation details in deals where it used to be in, providing of taxation information for different deals and asking for digital confirmation, providing of tax collection and tax returns.

**The third level – collaboration of tax administrations**

The tax administration collaborates with service providers and collaboration platforms, tracing the above-mentioned information and maintaining its own collaboration platform to provide actual taxation details to any „on demand transaction”. Adapted tax regulation applies to non-professional service providers who are granted tax allowances up to a certain threshold from the collaborative economy. The tax administration collaborates with other tax administrations in order to exchange „scores” of registered service providers and collaboration platforms as well as to provide taxation algorithm to any „on-demand transaction.”

The investigation of the collaborative economy has shown that effective taxation in this field may be achieved by using collaborative society tools on all levels of the taxation systems. We propose to develop the taxation system in the collaborative economy by some sort of the „gamification”: rising awareness of the service providers and the cooperation interest of collaborative platform by using scoring. we also stress the necessity of collaboration among tax administrations.

4. Research results and discussion

The proposed integration of the tax administrations into the collaborative economy is a step forward to efficient asset and working time distribution enjoyed in the collaborative economy. An inclusion of service providers in the scoring for tax payer classification is a general action plan for introducing clear boundaries between professional and non-professional service providers in the up-to-date manner.

However, similar scoring criteria cannot be extrapolated to all service providers. For instance, hotels are subject to requirements such as licensing, periodic health and safety inspections (Murphy, 2016), these requirements are not identical to the dwellings rented on a collaborative platform. Regarding the transport sector, the variations may cover having of the license, technical inspection of the car etc. The developed „collaborative model’ among tax administrations, service providers and collaborative platforms calls for the extensive awareness of the tax administration and policy makers in new development of economy.

With the rapid change and development of technology, the adaptation of the relevant regulation is lagging as never, namely the social drive that allows people to learn new technologies in their daily lives. It is, therefore, up to the responsible national authorities to put in place a regulatory framework that is appropriate to economic reality and not vice versa, subjecting it to the outdated (Rigaux, 2016).

**Conclusions, proposals, recommendations**

The aim of the present research was to examine factors that determine an effective taxation in the collaborative economy and to propose a new model of the tax system development. This study has identified, that:

1) the number of collaborative platforms, service providers and users is likely to continue rapidly increase in the next decade;
2) the significant differences stated between the taxation conditions in traditional un collaborative economies (uncertainty in tax regime of tax payers, huge scale of miserable transactions, unpredictability of residency of collaborative platforms) call for changes in the taxation systems;
3) the existing state of play outlines a critical role of users and service providers’ awareness;
4) there is a strong need to combat the territorial fragmentation of the taxation;
5) there is no common approach to deal with tax issues at EU level, were some practices are progressive compared to other member states with no specific measures dedicated at all;
6) the development of common integrated tax system at EU level would have positive impact on member state’s tax budget.

Therefore, continued efforts are needed to make tax systems in the collaborative economy more effective. The results of the study suggest that the effective solution of the tax system development is to bring it towards the collaboration economy by the integration of tax administration in collaborative society on three levels: service providers, collaborative platforms and tax administrations and using of the tools that are accepted in this field. The findings of this study have several important implications for future practice:
- experimental investigations are needed to estimate efficient scoring criteria;
- a cross-national cooperation of the tax administrations is required to ensure effectiveness of taxation process without physical boundaries;
- A greater focus on academic programmes for tax administrators could raise awareness of the tax administrators and service providers allowing advanced view dealing with the collaborative platforms.
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